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Secretary of State-designate
Rex Tillerson testifies Wednesday
on Capitol Hill in Washington.

Trump,
cabinet
choices
at odds

Overflowing reservoirs
signal end of drought

Even on security issues,
nominees differ in beliefs
held by president-elect
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — America
should not torture. Russia is a
menace. A wall at the Mexican
border would not be effective.
A blanket ban against Muslims
is wrong. Climate change is
a threat.
Those statements are in
direct opposition to some
of the most
significant
declarations
Donald
President-elect
Trump
Donald Trump
made before his improbable
ascension to the White House.
They are also the words of his
own nominees to lead the nation’s most important government agencies.
In their first week of grilling before congressional panels, Trump’s Cabinet nominees
broke with him on almost every
major policy that has put Trump
outside Republican orthodoxy,
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The parking lot and office of the Lake Sonoma Marina were submerged by rising water Thursday at the reservoir near Healdsburg.

County’s above-average rainfall, Sierra snowpack mark shift
By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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OFFICER BODY CAMERAS

Murky policy
on disclosing
video footage

By JULIE JOHNSON
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Submerged vehicles on Sanford Road at the Laguna de Santa Rosa provide a backdrop
Thursday for Taylor Krinard of Rohnert Park as he jet skis in the storm runoff.
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The video of a September encounter between three deputies
and a Boyes Hot Springs couple was so troubling, one of the
deputies was out of a job within a week after Sonoma County
sheriff’s officials watched it.
The deputy was shown forcing open a bedroom door and
roughly handling a man who
refused to get out of bed, according to the Sheriff’s Office,
grabbing, pulling, hitting with a
baton, shocking with a stun gun
and otherwise handling him in a
manner prosecutors said rose to
the level of felony assault.
The actions of the former
deputy, Scott Thorne, may not
have been scrutinized had the
deputies not been wearing body
cameras, which the Sheriff’s

Waters receding, recovery
could cost county millions
By PAUL PAYNE AND DEREK MOORE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Floodwaters from a storm-swollen
Russian River finally started receding
Thursday evening, allowing residents
forced from their homes to begin the
painstaking and messy task of cleaning
up and repairing damages.
“The water’s going down,” Monte Rio
Fire Chief Steve Baxman said. “Now
comes the work.”
Amid scattered showers, the Russian
River finally began dropping below flood

stage of 32 feet at 5 p.m. It is expected to continue dropping over coming
days, draining low-lying areas around
Guerneville and elsewhere that had been
swamped with floodwaters.
But it could take time to recover from
moderate damage expected to go into
the millions of dollars, said Christopher
Helgren, Sonoma County’s emergency
manager.
Inspectors planned to begin tallying
it up today with the hope of arriving at
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historic drought that parched the landscape and turned water conservation
into a civic duty already seemed a distant memory on the North Coast when a series
of powerful storms slammed into California
over the weekend, dumping enough moisture
to swamp lake- and streamside buildings that
stood high and dry at the peak of the drought.
With local reservoirs now filled past capacity for this time of year and the Russian River
still swollen with runoff, the U.S. Drought Monitor said Thursday that more than 41 percent
of California — including the whole northern
part of the state — is officially drought-free,
a marked and gratifying shift from the weeks
and months leading up to the new year, when
even seasonally wet winter weather was not
yet enough to declare the drought over.
Sonoma County Water Agency spokesman Brad Sherwood said Thursday that’s all
changed.
“We always said that if we got above-average
rainfall in consecutive years that we’d be sitting good,” Sherwood said, “and this series of
storms definitely put the drought out, without
a doubt.”
Only a year ago, drought conditions prevailed over 97 percent of the state, including
42 percent that was deemed to be in “exceptional drought,” the worst category, according
to the U.S. Drought Monitor, a weekly map and
report produced by a consortium of federal
government experts and academics.
Residents of Sonoma County and their
neighbors on the North Coast need only step
outside to witness for themselves the region’s
drastic change in fortunes, a result of drenching storms that flooded low-lying land and
swelled streams until they spilled their banks,
submerging vineyards, closing roads and engulfing buildings.
The 30 inches of rainfall Santa Rosa has

ONLINE See more photos and watch a video of the winter storm’s aftermath at pressdemocrat.com
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Midwinter Concert

Electric Baroque

Saturday, January 21, 8pm • Schroeder Hall, Green Music Center
Live Oak Baroque Orchestra

RobeRt WoRth, Music DiRectoR

Elizabeth Blumenstock, director & Aaron Westman, associate director
Join the Live Oak Baroque Orchestra in exploring Heinrich Ignaz Franz von Biber’s
blending of the church style with the fiddle-playing he heard in his native Bohemia.
Tickets: $25 General, $15 Students • Purchase in advance or at the door
For more information: www.sonomabach.org or 707-303-4604
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